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BIO
(I will not write it in 3rd person, it feels so weird)

Born in Bologna (northern Italy) in 1985. 
My mom used to sing all the time, and in every car trip or spare moment I had a
tape running and playing sounds. I sang since the very beginning then I tried the

classical piano studies at age of 6. It lasted 2 years, then I realized my mind did not
fit with the concept of “strict rule imposition”. 

From then, it was a long, unique sperimentation. I taught myself how to play guitar,
I kept my acoustic piano (still at my parent's house), and played it freely for all this

years.

After being inspired for all the childhood by electronic music (the 90's in Italy saw
an explosion of techno and dance sounds), I began experimenting sequencers

and electronic sounds on cheap softwares in 2003-2004, then it became serious in
2006, when the first electronic compositions saw the light.

One of the peculiar aspects of the developing of my musical philosophy, is that I
found myself always running against the tide, always liking what was not usual and

being quite “strange” for the usual audience taste. 

I suffered a lot for this for a long time, making the classical mistake of trying to
please public and “market rules”, producing songs with the only goal of being

potentially hits. Fatal error. I totally lost my artistic motivation.

It all changed when I had the chance of working together with 2 legends of
electronic music in Italy, the duo Datura. My eyes under their guide opened, and

finally I got back to experimentation, forgetting rules, to make what my heart,
brain and stomach told me to make.

The lack of gigs for my unusual style, together with my ancient desire of expressing
myself through music (and making it my JOB) brought me to start my current

project: LOQI (The Teqnobusker), a production and live project that combines
electronic music, acoustic ambient music and street performances. 

So I found myself living and working as a street artist, and it feels damn good. 

Since this project started I began collaborating with Riccardo Rinaldi, a true
milestone of production and discography in Italy. Under his guide I released

“Pensiero” a unique electronic track with guitars by Gio Stefani (RIO, BiFolk), then
Riccardo gave me the chance of opening a little label to release freely my hardly

definible tracks and Eps. 
“Live Gems EP”, “Mystikinetica” and “The Darkness Shines” were the first born.
“Audere” is my upcoming electro-acoustic artist album, that will be soon out.



 

 


